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News & Topics from
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COVID-19
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The UAE and COVID-19
In June, the United Arab Emirates
administered almost 2.5 million doses,
reaching almost 40% of full vaccination.
New infections remain the same with
1,600 cases a day.
Although not officially stated, the reason
for these numbers seems to be the kind
of coverage provided by the Sinopharm
vaccine. This vaccine, in fact, does
prevent serious illness but appears less
effective in preventing the spread of the
virus, even after both doses.
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Abu Dhabi calls the logistical effort by the
Hope consortium pioneering
The Emirates are organising the storage of the vaccine and the Abu Dhabi-based
Hope Consortium is leading this operation.
The government has described this venture as pioneering and in line with the UAE's
role in the world fight against COVID-19.
The storage of the vaccines, at the Abu Dhabi Ports facility, is intended to be a huge
panacea, not only for the UAE, but also for the global community.
The aim is for the facility to become a major hub for vaccine storage and
distribution to several countries in Africa, South Asia and the Middle East.
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ECONOMY

New authority to oversee digital
transformation
The Dubai Digital Authority (DDA) has been established and will be responsible for
information technology, data, smart and digital transformation and information
security.
The DDA's mandate includes promoting digital transformation in areas including
government services, shared government solutions, data management, cyber
security, ecosystem and governance.
Hamad Obaid Al Mansoori has been appointed Director General of the new entity,
which will work to enhance Dubai's smart and digital transformation, provide digital
services to individuals and businesses, and focus on cybersecurity.
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Evaluation of digital services begins
Back in June, Sheikh Mohammed ordered that more than 1,300 digital services
provided by federal government ministries and agencies be evaluated. The Sheikh
said that the evaluation is a "constructive approach" aimed at celebrating
excellence.
The Emirates' Government Services Strategy aims to strengthen the country's
competitiveness in the services sector and position them as the best in the world in
providing government services.
The strategy will implement more than 28 initiatives by 2023 to enable the delivery of
advanced and efficient digital services that customers can access anywhere 24/7.
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The UAE on the UK’s Travelling Red List
In June, the Emirates media paid a lot of attention to the restrictions placed on
them by various European and Asian countries.
One of the decisions that affected them more was Britain’s: the UAE have been on
the UK's "red list" since January and were not removed even after the last review a
few weeks ago.
Not only does this decision deprive Emiratis from visiting one of their favourite
destinations, but it also has a major economic impact: it is estimated that the lack
of business travel between the UK and the UAE lost the UK £47.9 million ($66
million) GDP in the fourth week of June alone, with a stronger impact on SMEs.
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TRAVEL REGULATORY

Update on the list of countries not
allowed to enter the UAE
For their part, the Emirates have also updated the list of nations banned from
entering the country: the ban has been extended to 14 countries, including at least
five Asian countries - India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal, plus
Vietnam, Namibia, Zambia, Congo, Uganda, Sierra Leone, Liberia, South Africa and
Nigeria.
Reuters reported that the UAE Foreign Ministry has stressed the need for citizens to
comply with COVID-19 measures.
The travel ban by the UAE comes at a moment when India is pushing for Indians
vaccinated with Covishield to get a "Green Pass" to the European Union, although
several European countries allowed it individually.
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Arab Health - The future of Healthcare
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The Dubai World Trade Center opened its doors in June for Arab Health, the MENA
region's most important exhibition for the medical sector.
Arab Health was the second trade fair, after Gulf Food, to be organised in presence
and gained even greater importance, charting the course for the industry to emerge
stronger in the future with accelerated technological innovations and new ideas.
"Technology and innovation continue to be among the key drivers in the healthcare
sector, creating vast new possibilities and opportunities for both the UAE healthcare
sector and internationally. Arab Health and Medlab Middle East provide the ideal
platform for many companies to showcase their latest innovations and show how
they have applied technology to benefit and advance medicine," says Ross
Williams, Exhibition Director, at GN Focus. "Cutting-edge technology is certainly
driving the industry, particularly in a post-pandemic world where additional
resources are needed to reboot the healthcare infrastructure."
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ARAB HEALTH 2021

Establishment of Dubai Academic Health
Corporation
Healthcare services in Dubai are to be shaken up with the formation of a new
corporation to strengthen the emirate’s global status in medical education and
scientific research.
In his capacity as Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum
(pictured below), Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE, issued a new law to
establish the Dubai Academic Health Corporation, while amending some regulations
pertaining to the Dubai Health Authority (DHA).
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AgTech Sector - The UAE is growing
Despite the difficulties of growing food in the desert, the UAE is doing a great job at
identifying the main agricultural challenges and developing programmes to tackle
them.
The country is making significant strides in meeting its food security targets – and is
aiming to be among the top 10 countries on the Global Food Security Index by year
end – and has matched its ambitions with investments in AgTech to beef up local
production.
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Infinity Des Lumières, the region’s largest
digital arts center
Her Highness Sheikha Latifa bint
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Chairperson of Dubai Culture & Arts
Authority (Dubai Culture), inaugurated
Infinity des Lumières, the GCC’s largest
immersive digital art centre.
Representing a new era of modern
immersive art, the establishment of the
centre further enhances Dubai’s
position as the city of the future.
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A new Dubai Chamber Series highlights
the role of Expo 2020 Dubai
Part of Dubai Chamber’s Business
Connect, the video series features
industry leaders discussing the array of
business focused programmes,
services and experiences that Expo
2020 Dubai offers the private sector,
governments and individuals around
the world.
Check them out at the link below.
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Retail: the confidence of consumers in
Dubai is at its highest in a decade
The confidence of Dubai consumers shows a big
rebound after the pandemic according to the
Consumer Confidence Index of Dubai Economy.
Mohammed Ali Rashid Lootah, CEO of the
Commercial Compliance & Consumer Protection
(CCCP) sector in Dubai Economy, said: “The
latest Consumer Confidence Index, which shows
remarkable improvements in consumer
perceptions in Dubai during the second quarter
of this year, reflects the growing momentum of
broader economic recovery."
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100 days to Expo
23 June / In less than 100 days, all roads will lead to
Dubai's southern district for the world's biggest
international spectacle in the midst of a
pandemic.
"100 days to the launch of the largest international
cultural gathering... 100 days to the gathering of
192 countries in Dubai... 100 days to the launch of
the biggest international event after the pandemic
for the world to begin a new phase of its recovery,"
Sheikh Mohammed tweeted.
The National dedicated a special feature to this
important date, by outlining the past and future of
Expo.
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Women Pavilion unveiled with Cartier
Expo 2020 Dubai has reaffirmed its commitment to gender equality and women’s
empowerment, unveiling creative content and programming for the Women’s
Pavilion in collaboration with Cartier that will celebrate women change-makers
around the globe.
Taking place in Dubai from 1 October 2021 to 31 March 2022 – the first World Expo to
be held in the Middle East, Africa and South Asia (MEASA) region – Expo 2020 Dubai is
the first World Expo since the 1900s to have a stand-alone pavilion dedicated to
women. Expo 2020’s focus on women’s empowerment and gender equality builds on
the example of the UAE, recognising the important roles women play and the
contributions made from all members of society.
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